





















 Financiers and merchant bankers… We arrange finance.




 





 Phone: 09 303 3700
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GET IN TOUCH
Access the largest network of non-bank and private funders in New Zealand
FIND OUT MORE
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GET IN TOUCH
Financing property, commercial and rural ventures since 1993
FIND OUT MORE
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Independent brokers Proven outcomes
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Financing and Property Investment for Commercial, Industrial and Residential Clients
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Property Investment




 



Whether you’re new to the field or an experienced investor, we’ll find the best way to finance your portfolio. Those new to residential property can benefit from our advice as well as our access to mortgage finance.
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Property Development




 



Our structured funding packages have helped drive residential, commercial and industrial developments worth hundreds of millions of dollars. Working with boutique developments up to large-scale subdivisions.
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Business Financing




 



Business finance can be just as complex and multi-faceted as the day-to-day challenges of business. Our team have wide-ranging commercial experience, so they understand the drivers that underpin the need for funding.
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Short Term Finance




 



Sometimes our clients need finance for months, not years, so we use our knowledge of the markets to secure their short-term funding requirements. Whatever the challenge is, we’ll rise to it and can bridge the critical gap for you.




 


 













We work for you. Not the lenders




 




Global Pacific works with property developers, business owners and entrepreneurs to secure the finance they need to progress their projects. As independent brokers we have strong relationships with a range of banks, non-bank lenders and private equity sources in New Zealand and overseas.

 

We work for you – not the lenders – so we’re focused on understanding what you need, and then developing the best solution.




 

FIND OUT MOREGET IN TOUCH



















 









Our Team of Industry Experts




With decades of experience in the complex world of finance, our brokers bring fresh thinking to the table. They know how to structure finance in ways that match your requirements, while mitigating risk and delivering certainty. They love a challenge and they’re committed to seeing deals through to completion. Isn’t that what you need when you’re bringing a project to fruition?
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Richard Shores BCom – Director




Richard is a founding Director of Global Pacific. He joined UDC Finance in the 1980s after completing a Commerce Degree at Auckland University, and spent five years there before accepting a position with AMP’s Merchant Bank, where he looked after key commercial clients. Richard then worked as a commercial finance broker after leaving AMP, before setting up Global Pacific in 1993.
Richard is recognised as one of New Zealand’s top Commercial Brokers, with 30+ years in the industry. His experience encompasses all areas of the commercial market, having been involved in medium to larger sized property development transactions, structuring joint ventures and equity investment, and all types of bank and non-bank transactions.

He has successfully raised several billion dollars of debt within the New Zealand market, and though now active in managing the Global Pacific team, is still very much involved in raising debt and equity for clients.

Ph: 09 3033700

Fax: 09 3033031

Mobile: 021 987 550
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Director




 

M: 021 987 550

E: [email protected]
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Clayton Cumming – Financier




After 15 years in the highly competitive office products industry, Clayton joined Global Pacific in 2005. Since then he has built a reputation in the market as a results-orientated achiever who provides expert due diligence on the feasibility of finance required.
Clayton is a specialist provider for commercial mortgages as he has the ability to think outside the normal funding application process for complex transactions. He also specialises in commercial property finance including multi-unit residential developments, apartment developments, construction, commercial subdivisions, bank restructures, mezzanine funds, land banking, PLA refinancing (Property Law Act notice), underwrites on developments, joint venture opportunities, commercial property investments and equity finance.

You’ll find Clayton brings strong negotiating skills with a ‘no nonsense’ approach. He is highly respected by all the lending institutions, providing a valuable point of entry to those unfamiliar with the market.

Ph: 09 3033700

Fax: 09 3033031

Mobile: 021 622 023

Email: [email protected]

Registered Financial Adviser- FSP152104
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Ross Hyde - Financier




Ross joined Global Pacific in 1998. His extensive experience in the financial services industry and wide range of business relationships brought an added dimension to our business, by fostering strong and ongoing relationships with funders, referral sources and clients alike.
Ross embarked on a 23-year career in the insurance industry working for AMP Society, Combined Insurance Company of America, National Insurance Life and Tower Life and Health. He was instrumental in re-establishing National Life from scratch in Auckland and increasing the annual income from $1m in 1990 to $60m in 1995.

In early 1996 Ross joined National Mutual Health as NZ Sales and Distribution Manager, implementing a new product range and distribution strategy. When Ross left in late 1997 the company had achieved unprecedented growth and profitability and was the first choice medical insurance provider in the intermediary market.

At Global Pacific, Ross operates nationwide in all areas of finance arrangement including debt and equity, residential, commercial and rural. He specialises in innovative packaging solutions, including the odd pirate ship and replica Ferrari car. With his ability to see the bigger picture, dogged determination and plenty of positive mental attitude, he continues to deliver results for his clients.

Ph: 09 4248338

Fax: 09 3033700

Mobile: 021 333 011
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M: 021 333 011
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David Forster – BPA, Registered Valuer, MPINZ, MRICS




David is a self-motivated property professional, having sound business acumen gained from a varied background. After graduating from the University of Auckland with a property degree incorporating property development, finance, valuation, management and sales, David has been a Registered Valuer since 1991. He spent 14 years overseas, working in the United Kingdom, South Africa and Australia before returning to New Zealand in 2006. He has held senior property finance roles in both banking and non-bank property finance companies.
He has lectured to students attending the University of Auckland and Auckland Institute of Technology and has been a panel judge for prizes awarded to property graduates.

David has been involved with in excess of $3 billion of property finance transactions, most recently in the development arena where he has funded a multitude of terrace, free-standing residential, and apartment development; vacant land purchases and subdivisions; and investment and owner-occupied commercial and industrial properties.

David specialises in structuring development and investment property opportunities to suit both Borrower and Lender and adding value with his extensive contacts in the property industry. His technical knowledge combined with an acute awareness of commercial reality has contributed to the successful delivery of many projects.

Always approachable, David has a high level of Customer focus and is an experienced decision maker and problem solver.

Ph: 09 3033700

Fax: 09 3033031

Mobile: 027 600 4578

Email: [email protected]

Financier
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The best partnerships start with a meeting of minds. Contact us now to learn how we can support your investment goals with our financing services.




 









CONTACT US TO ARRANGE FINANCE NOW!
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Global Update – Feb 2024

his Country desperately needs a stable government that follows through with what...
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Property Investment Financing: A Guide to Financing an Investment in New Zealand

Discover the best financing options available for property investment in New Zea...
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Understanding the Impact of Economic Conditions on Commercial Property Loans in NZ

As the economic landscape fluctuates, it's essential to comprehend how these cha...
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Learn More About Investing in NZ Property and Property Investment Loans | Global Pacific Capital

This guide delves into the intricate world of property investment and loans in N...
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Our contact details
 45 Chancery Street

Auckland CBD

New Zealand

 

Phone: 09 303 3700

Fax: 09 303 3031

Email: [email protected]




 





Important Links
	Our Services
	Testimonials
	Projects
	Contact Global Pacific
	Complaints/Privacy Policy



 





About our company
 Global Pacific Capital is an independent group of commercial finance specialists that negotiates debt and equity deals on behalf of clients.

 

With a track record that stretches back over 25 years we have a reputation of acting with integrity and delivering successful outcomes.
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